The School of Social Sciences at the University of Mannheim invites applications for a
faculty position at the rank of
Full Professor of Sociology (W3, Chair)
with a specialization in the areas of Migration and Integration
at the earliest possible date.
We seek a social scientist with a distinguished record of research in the areas of Migration
and Integration. The successful candidate is expected to advance an innovative research
agenda and should be committed to attracting extramural research grants. The position is
embedded within the Mannheim Center for European Social Research (MZES) and the recently established Center for Research on Integration and Migration (DeZIM) in Berlin. Candidates are expected to be committed to teaching in the School’s degree programs in sociology, including the Graduate School of Economic and Social Sciences (GESS). Applicants
must have a track record of excellent scholarship and teaching effectiveness in sociology.
The appointment requirements are determined by § 47 LHG of the State of BadenWuerttemberg. A candidate must have a first university and doctoral degree, and an
outstanding publication portfolio.
The University of Mannheim places great emphasis on the training and mentoring of
students and therefore expects full-time presence of its faculty. The successful candidate is therefore expected to move to Mannheim or the larger metropolitan area.
The University of Mannheim is an equal opportunity employer. Candidates with disabilities
will be given preference in case of equal qualifications. The University of Mannheim seeks to
increase the percentage of its female faculty members in research and teaching. Thus, qualified women are especially encouraged to apply.
Please submit your application online at https://jobs.sowi.uni-mannheim.de/. Your application should consist of four separate PDFs: (1) a cover letter, (2) curriculum vitae
including a list of publications, (3) certificates and records, and (4) two teaching evaluation of the last years.
If you cannot submit your application via the online application form, please send the
above mentioned documents to the Dean of the School of Social Sciences at the University of Mannheim, Prof. Dr. Michael Diehl, A5, 6, 68131 Mannheim, Germany (dekanat@sowi.uni-mannheim.de) or as pdf-file by e-mail to gerner@sowi.uni-mannheim.de.
Please note that confidentiality violations and unauthorized third party access cannot
be ruled out when using email communications that are not encrypted.
All applications received before March 7, 2019 will be given full consideration.

